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Abstract

From historical writings to current day, morale has always been regarded as a major determinant of success on the battlefield. The management of morale is thus also important in the South African National Defence Force (SANDF) for ensuring combat readiness. Numerous studies have been done in the past in various countries to investigate the factors influencing morale. A summary of the factors identified in the literature was used in the study on which this article is based, to compile a psychological plan to manage morale on the battlefield. Some recommendations for possible actions toward improving morale are included.

Introduction

Since medieval times and Sun Tzu’s writings well over two thousand years ago, many things have changed in how wars are fought, but just as many things have remained the same. In the current South African National Defence Force (SANDF), some aspects of military life are so ingrained in military culture that the purpose thereof has been forgotten and thus neglected. Examples of such aspects are marching, show of respect and saluting, strict discipline, teaching uniformity of behaviour such as wearing of uniforms and even physical training.

Humans are subject to a dichotomy between individualisation and wanting to belong to a group – the need for inclusion and the need for differentiation. In the military environment, it is important for all to have a strong group feeling in order to achieve military objectives. Having soldiers train together, live together, wear the same clothes and talk and behave in the same way, teaches them to elevate the objectives of the group above their individual needs. The aim of...
physical fitness, as an example, is of utmost importance as it promotes the health and mental well-being of a person, relieves stress, improves resilience and enables soldiers to endure the physical hardships of combat. Most aspects of the military environment thus have a specific aim.

The study on which this article reports, investigated one such aim of military force preparation, viz. maintaining high morale in order to ensure combat readiness. Military and political leaders around the world regard high morale of the armed forces as one of the military’s highest priorities. This includes high morale and mental well-being of the individual soldier, the military unit as well as the armed force as a whole.\(^2\) It is thus assumed that the morale of the members of the SANDF should also have high priority and receive ample attention.

Defining morale

It is apparent from the literature that the definition of morale differs between sources according to the emphasis placed on different aspects thereof. Some sources state that ‘morale’ is a synonym for unit cohesion or *esprit de corps*.\(^3\) This is, however, not the case as will be clarified in a later section of this article. It would also seem that the term ‘morale’ has different meanings in different contexts, e.g. industrial, educational, medical and military.\(^4\) The present research however focused on the definitions for the military context.

Manning defines morale as “… the enthusiasm and persistence with which a member of a group engages in the prescribed activities of that group”.\(^5\) Britt and Dickenson cite another definition, namely “psychological state of mind, characterised by a sense of well-being based on confidence in the self and in primary groups”.\(^6\) The *US Army Field Manual on Leadership* defines morale as “… the mental, emotional, and spiritual state of the individual”.\(^7\) In the present research, the following definition for morale was adopted: morale is a confident and positive state of mind of an individual and the persistent motivation (a willingness) to engage in the shared purpose of the group, especially when faced with challenging conditions (such as military operations).

Factors influencing morale

Spear initially identified two hundred factors affecting morale of soldiers, but after conducting a study whereby United Kingdom soldiers returning from combat were interviewed on this topic, these factors were summarised into five top-
level factors. Other authors have also identified numerous factors influencing morale in a similar manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Factors influencing morale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Factors influencing morale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Bliese and Castro (2011)</td>
<td>Patriotism, Pride, Good leadership, etc.</td>
<td>Manning (1991)</td>
<td>Cohesion, Esprit de corps, Leaders, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baron and Kerr (2003)</td>
<td>Social support, Primary group, Confidence, etc.</td>
<td>NATO cited in Zelenkov (2001)</td>
<td>Professional individual training and aspiration to improve, Loyalty to country, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal (1986)</td>
<td>Confidence in immediate and senior commanders, Confidence in oneself, team and weapons, etc.</td>
<td>Spear (2009)</td>
<td>Leadership, Stressors (physiological &amp; psychological), etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore (2000)</td>
<td>Quality of weaponry one depends upon for survival, Medical care, etc.</td>
<td>Taw, Persselin and Leed (1998)</td>
<td>Preparedness, Resilience, Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastroianni, Palmer, Penetar and Tepe (2011)</td>
<td>Leadership that promotes unit cohesion, Goal-oriented, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Factors influencing morale listed per reference

It would seem that these factors, identified by different researchers, vary according to the context, i.e. the specific operation (time, place and conditions). These factors are listed in Table 1 per reference and were summarised into the most significant influencing factors for discussion in this research. Table 2 lists the factors having a negative influence on morale, and Table 3 lists consequences or effects of low morale.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Factors identified as influencing morale negatively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Van Dyk (2009)</td>
<td>Flow of information (communication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncertainty about current and future situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear understanding of the reasons and the outcome of the mission or uncertainty and confusion about the mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowded conditions/lack of privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient ablution facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy workload and long hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelenkov (2001)</td>
<td>Overemphasis on material incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disrespect for the enemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overestimating one’s strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oversensitivity to absence of creature comforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combat failures/loss of initiative in combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racial prejudice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extreme forms of individualism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Careerism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tension in interpersonal relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual perversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of physical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boredom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore (2000)</td>
<td>Practical, everyday matters of survival and personal well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In wartime – defeat in combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability of food, ammunition and other supplies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Factors that influence morale negatively

The commonalities in the factors listed in Table 1 and Table 2 have led to the identification of eight factors influencing morale. These are briefly discussed below. For the purpose of this research, the factors are only discussed in terms of their effect on the morale of soldiers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Consequences of low morale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Van Dyk (2009)</td>
<td>Low levels of concentration and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher probability of shooting and vehicle accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conflict between leaders and subordinates and thus loss of cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of interest in the operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of respect for leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning (1991)</td>
<td>Stress casualties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disciplinary problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attempts to leave the unit (during deployments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absence from work (including higher rates in sick reporting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neglecting of general appearance and physical fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neglecting maintenance of equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little confidence in self and organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastroianni et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Group cohesion will wither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missions will fail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: The effects of low morale**

Cohesion

Cohesion is a very important contributor to morale rather than a synonym or related but independent concept.\(^{10}\) It is also described as being a staple of military doctrine for over 2 500 years.\(^{11}\) Becker defines cohesion as “… the binding of the group as an entity into a sense of ‘we-ness’ (a group identity), producing a sense of affiliation. It is an indicator of a positive group experience …”\(^{12}\)

Similarly, Bester and Stanz define it as “… the lateral and vertical person-to-person bonding within the primary groups of soldiers in a particular unit …” where ‘lateral’ refers to peers and ‘vertical’ to leader–subordinate bonding”.\(^{13}\) In some of the literature on combat readiness, the term ‘social support’ is used as a synonym for cohesion.\(^{14}\)

Cohesion is built on trust, respect and friendship.\(^{15}\) Social support is described as the soothing influence of friends, family and acquaintances – the primary group. Cohesion can be offered in the form of advice, material assistance, love, respect, acceptance or emotional support.\(^{16}\) Social support minimises the effect of other stressors thus ensuring the positive state of mind and persistent motivation to engage in the shared purpose of the group (morale). When accepted by the group, the soldier is more likely to feel important, worthy and loved, and the subsequent result is a more optimistic, confident soldier who is able to adjust to a stressful
environment. The opposite is also true: a lack of familiarity with others can breed hostility and contempt. In a study on the most frightening aspects of war conducted among Israeli soldiers in 1974, Shalit found that the fear of harm or death was rated far less important than the fear of letting others down.

From the discussion above, it would seem that cohesion is the most significant factor influencing morale. It is, however, not the only factor as will be illustrated in the discussions to follow.

**Esprit de corps**

*Esprit de corps* is defined as “… the bonding between soldiers and their secondary groups – beyond primary group bonding. *Esprit de corps* relates the soldier to the institution or the unit …* It is thus a positive feeling towards being associated with the secondary group, such as the SANDF. The soldier needs to be proud of the institution or organisation to which he or she belongs and be able to identify with the organisation. Manning argues that the method tried and tested for centuries of having regimental traditions such as distinctive names, colours (flags), messes and dress, as well as museums, bands and veterans associations contributes to linking the soldier’s self-esteem to the reputation and expectations of the regiment. He further warns that attempts to replace these age-old customs with less expensive modern centralised practices borrowed from contemporary business will result in little to no success for military *esprit de corps*. As mentioned previously, *esprit de corps* is part of what makes a soldier continue in battle and strive towards reaching the objectives of the organisation.

**Leadership**

Leaders who can inspire, motivate and sustain the morale of others are at the core of an effective military force. A good leader can strengthen the dedication to a mission and the sense of purpose of the unit by demonstrating determined performance under pressure. It is also important for a leader to be someone with whom others would be proud to be affiliated. This implies that a leader’s physical appearance and skills as well as technical and interpersonal skills should be of a very high standard. Brooks explains that people are ‘social animals’ who have a need for affection and affiliation and that the more secure a person feels ‘at home’, the more likely he/she is to venture out boldly. Security and a sense of belonging and worth facilitated by good leadership thus foster self-confidence, which is a very important characteristic of a soldier.
Leaders of the primary group have a heavy responsibility to strike the perfect balance between instilling discipline and respect for the military hierarchy on the one hand, and bestowing a sense of kinship, caring, appreciation of the soldiers’ skill and worth and personal loyalty on the other. Leadership also has a major influence on all of the other factors influencing morale. Leaders should thus adopt a leadership style and conduct activities that promote unit cohesion and strong morale. They should also project confidence and commitment to a larger purpose.

Shared purpose/common goal

Individuals act differently when in contact with other humans as they would have acted when on their own. Humans are ‘excited’ by the presence of other humans. Close proximity alone, however, does not constitute a group, whilst a common goal does. Being part of a group with a specific task means that people will interact with and influence one another, thus perceiving themselves to be a group with a shared purpose and shared fate. Having a common goal thus builds group cohesion and subsequently increases morale.

Knowing the purpose or goal of something builds motivation for specific behaviour. Performing tasks blindly without knowing the goal or significance leads to boredom and little satisfaction in a sense of purpose. For a defence force to be effective, its soldiers must thus know and understand the purpose of the organisation as well as their own specific goal and role within the larger mission. Each soldier must be convinced of a need to fight. When the primary group falls away, believing in the cause for which one is fighting is what keeps the soldier in battle. This implies that a shared purpose and believing in the cause for which one is fighting is the second most significant factor after cohesion affecting morale.

Resilience

Resilience has a bearing on morale, especially in terms of the motivation to persist amidst challenging circumstances. Resilience is defined as “… the ability to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change …” Resilience thus refers to the ability of an individual to cope in difficult situations. Resilient people experience more hope, positivism and optimism overall and are thus better able to cope with demands (are able to get through tough times). Resilient people are also able to learn new skills and knowledge, and are less likely to become mentally or physically ill during adversity. It is good to note that resilience can be enhanced and developed to achieve benefits for both the individual and the organisation.
with adversity results in enhanced resilience, which in turn enables better coping with future adversity. Dealing with things that cause stress during training is thus a way to develop resilience. This is a quality which is needed by soldiers in order to cope during military operations.

There is also a link between good leadership and coping skills; thus, increasing resilience. If a leader can guide his/her unit through challenging situations, the achievement of overcoming such challenge builds the resilience of the individual. Resilience is also associated with the trait of ego strength. Some individuals already possess resilience when joining the defence force due to life experiences whilst growing up. Other individuals thus have a poorer coping and adjusting potential than others. Military psychologists can play a role in the process of selection of personnel for specific functions in the military by psychometric assessments to determine their resilience (or ego strength).

Preparedness and training

Building skill is the key to building morale. Having confidence in the skills of self and others builds confidence. Training thus has a central role in morale. As stated in the introduction, military training aims to prepare soldiers for battle. Skills such as shooting and handling of military equipment alone would not succeed in preparing soldiers for military missions. Shay states that excellent training engages the whole person. This includes mind, body, emotions, character and spirit. Training has to prepare the soldier for the demands and stresses of war, and must therefore be tough and realistic at all levels. Below, some elements of military training and the aims thereof are discussed in brief.

Drills are taught in order to strengthen confidence by eliminating uncertainty of actions. During adverse situations of battle, there is no time for debate and problem solving; decisive and quick action is required. Marching teaches uniformity and following orders, improves physical fitness and endurance, as well as perseverance in tedious and less favourable situations. Furthermore, learning to move as one is a way of developing cohesion. Physical fitness is also an important element of military training as it contributes towards physical and mental well-being – being better able to withstand physical and mental stress. As with marching, physical fitness training in the military is done in groups, usually with simultaneous actions in response to the orders of the instructor. The latter has the same aims as those previously mentioned for marching.

Most military courses in the SANDF usually include some element of placing pressure on the student, such as receiving tasks after hours and demanding
results that are close to impossible. These situations usually include little time to sleep. Such methods serve to develop resilience or coping skills. In leadership training, it is also a way to determine which individuals function well continuously during challenging conditions.

Fear of the unknown results in a lack of confidence. Soldiers need to be prepared for each mission. As stated above, soldiers have to understand the shared purpose of their unit (and organisation). Furthermore, if soldiers understand the purpose of the specific elements of their training and operations, it will lead to more confidence and subsequently higher morale and better performance. Pre-deployment training (or mission-ready training) is aimed at preparing forces for a specific mission. In many military forces today, peacekeeping operation (PSO) deployments are made up of groups of soldiers who do not necessarily come from the same training unit or home base. Pre-deployment training thus attempts to build group cohesion and morale amongst the soldiers who have to live and work together for months to come.

Discipline

One of the important factors in the preparation for deployment is discipline. Discipline builds self-respect and self-confidence. Soldiers operate in groups requiring close cooperation, and this necessitates mutual trust and respect. Discipline is a way to establish and maintain such trust and respect amongst one another as it shows consideration for others. Military discipline is also directed at teaching uniformity – promoting cooperation and decreasing individuality and, most importantly, inculcating resistance to fear. Discipline is thus also a contributor to unit cohesion and esprit de corps. Adhering to the standards, processes and traditions of the defence force shows evidence of commitment to the organisation.

Working conditions

The military environment is characterised by challenging conditions. ‘Battle fatigue’ is a term often used to describe the point where a person’s physical and emotional resources for coping with the stressors of war are depleted. Prolonged adverse conditions thus have a negative effect on morale. Such adverse conditions include elements such as dust, noise, harsh weather, lack of food and water and sleep deprivation. Van Dyk found that crowded conditions or lack of privacy, insufficient ablution facilities, heavy workload and long hours are among the major operational stressors for SANDF soldiers in PSOs. Operational planning and control should thus include attempts to minimise adverse working conditions.
Factors regarding the enemy that influence morale

Knowing your enemy is also one of the foremost principles taught in the military. Apart from the factors described above, there are also factors regarding the enemy that have an effect on morale.

The presence of an enemy

An enemy is defined as “an opponent perceived to be behaving in a mode that actually threatens our aims. An enemy actively challenges our desired state or actions, and his gain is perceived to be our loss”.\textsuperscript{48} The presence of an enemy with hostile intent creates a shared purpose and thus a strong pressure to unite. It thus has a positive influence on levels of morale.\textsuperscript{49}

The capabilities of the enemy

The capabilities of the enemy, such as their weaponry, training, strength, ORBAT (Order of Battle) and efficiency (record of previous successes) could have a negative effect on morale. Nkewu and Van Dyk also list characteristics of the enemy, such as their level of morale, doctrine and tactics, leadership, ability to achieve surprise on own forces, logistical support and the attitude of the local population towards the enemy.\textsuperscript{50} If the enemy is perceived to be stronger than own forces, soldiers may perceive the battle to be futile and lack the motivation to engage in the objectives of the organisation.

Defeat in battle

This is one of the greatest morale-breaking factors in war. Such defeat usually includes some casualties and thus the loss of members of the primary group. This has a major traumatic influence on soldiers, and the positive state of mind and motivation to persist dissipates.\textsuperscript{51}
No belief in the purpose of the mission

Another problematic situation in war occurs when the enemy identified by the political leaders of the state is not perceived as the enemy by the soldiers in battle. In the Vietnam War, this was a major problem. As anti-war sentiments in the United States grew, US troops’ morale dropped dramatically, even to the extent where they referred to themselves by the initials UUUU – the unwilling, led by the unqualified, doing the unnecessary for the ungrateful.52

Enemy psychological operations (PsyOps)

The PsyOps potential of the enemy will also have a bearing on own forces’ morale. Enemy capabilities and modus operandi in this regard must also be considered, as well as how to counteract it.53

Although these factors regarding the enemy may have a serious effect, the relationship with the primary group is still regarded as being more important than the enemy for the maintenance of morale.54 This relationship implies that people are more motivated to do good for those whom they value than to harm those who oppose them.

Alternative factors in complex peacekeeping operations influence morale

The International Applied Military Psychology Symposium in 2000 in Croatia focused on alternative factors involved in complex peacekeeping operations that possibly influence morale, other than the above-mentioned. In this regard, Adler, Dolan, Bienvenue and Castro55 focus on the peacekeeping forces’ interaction and experiences in Kosovo. They mention factors like possibly being taken hostage, seeing dead bodies and body parts of women, children, own forces, smelling the stench of decomposing bodies, seeing poverty and children who are victims of war and dealing with hostile reactions from civilians. Figure 1 illustrated the most factors that will possibly influence the need for a psychological plan to sustain morale during different phases of an operation.
Factors influencing morale | Plan to sustain morale | Combat readiness
---|---|---
Own forces cohesion  
- *Esprit de corps*
- Leadership
- Purpose of battle
- Resilience
- Preparedness & training
- Discipline
- Working conditions | During pre-deployment | To support combat readiness

Enemy  
- Presence
- Capabilities
- Defeat in battle
- Doubt in purpose
- Success of enemy
- PsyOps plan | After operation | |

Alternative factors  
- Hostage risk
- Child soldiers
- Deal with dead bodies
- Trauma in community
- Political conflict
- Weather
- Culture/religion/language
- Purpose of mission
- Political/public support | | |

Figure 1: Conceptual framework to sustain morale

Shinga and Van Dyk\textsuperscript{56} explain factors involved for soldiers of the SANDF in (South) Sudan. They mention challenges in the internal politics (cross-border arrangements, Nile Water conflict, oil, etc.) between the two countries, also in-house conflict separately in Sudan and (South) Sudan, unfinished business between the two presidents and, lastly, unknown circumstances for the South Africans, like the
desert, hot weather, strict religion, cultural and gender issues in the population. To deal with these could influence the morale of the member.

Lastly, during the Battle of Banqui, Central African Republic (CAR), South African soldiers were confronted with several factors that could influence their morale over time. Esterhuyse writes, “military force should only be used in support of national interests” while there are indications, according to Myburgh, that the mission instructions change from training members of CAR forces, protecting South African property and lastly protecting civilians, but ending up in a total war with 13 soldiers dead and possibly 27 injured. Scholtz, analyst the Battle of Banqui and mentions that South Africa did not learn from the experiences of the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia, Kosovo and Lebanon. He comes to the conclusion that the South African troops were, like the Americans in Somalia, without a possible political and military strategy. In this regard, there was no withdrawal strategy and also no air ability to withdraw. Furthermore, our soldiers were confronted with child soldiers, not equipped with the necessary equipment and not supported by proper medical and air support during the operation. Cahill argues that public and political support and clear goals for a military mission prior to deployment are important to prevent another Vietnam experience. The politics accompanying a peacekeeping mission such as in (South) Sudan, DRC, CAR and the possible siding with a government or rebel group put the military goal/purpose of the mission for soldiers under pressure.

It is evident from the discussions above that the factors of the combat environment and the enemy influence the morale of soldiers and subsequently have an effect on the success of operations. It is thus of great importance to address these factors during deployments. The best way of addressing these factors would be to manage it with a psychological plan for operations.

A need for a psychological plan to manage morale

At present, no official framework for a psychological plan exists for the SANDF during operations. Van Dyk advocates the application of doctrine in line with international practice in Canada and the USA to develop a psychological plan for each operation in order to manage the mental health of deployed soldiers. The psychological plan for a mission in the SANDF would thus be a support plan included in the campaign planning process of the SANDF.

In planning for operations, the SANDF follows a planning model known as an ‘appreciation’, which results in a support plan to be submitted to the commander of a mission. Once approved, the senior staff officers appointed for this specific role, must coordinate and control the execution of the plan during the operation.
psychological plan for the management of morale of SANDF soldiers during an operation will be the responsibility of the military psychologist(s).

The military appreciation consists of an analysis of a set of factors (Figure 1) identified as relevant for the specific mission of the SANDF. The military psychologist must appreciate factors within the current context of an operation and plan accordingly. The aim of the analysis of the factors is to determine what the current state of that factor is within the SANDF, and how the influence of the battlefield characteristics during each stage of the operation might affect the level of morale, which in turn will influence the achievement of the operational end state. The effect of political, economic and social factors must also be considered for each morale factor. Furthermore, the analysis of each factor must be done in terms of implications, risks, required end-state and conclusions (i.e. what must be done). The factors should not be seen in isolation, but the dynamic interaction between them should be realised and kept in mind all the time. The appreciation is thus a framework to guide the military psychologist through the problem that needs to be solved, i.e. what is the specific situation during this mission and what will be the implications for the level of morale (or psychological well-being) of own forces, and what can be done to shield and protect own forces from negative influences on morale?

A proposed framework for a psychological plan focusing on the maintenance of high morale for SANDF soldiers during an operation is set out below.

**Framework for a psychological plan to manage morale on the battlefield**

This article first wants to discuss different dimensions in the process to sustain morale in a psychological plan for the battlefield.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Psychological plan: activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>Drill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sport day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esprit de corps</td>
<td>Team activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psycho-education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Team building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proper information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic work session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared purpose</td>
<td>Strategic vision and goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family support programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication with family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>Support plans to member’s family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training for specific terrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Know the enemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-confidence in own ability and weaponry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal competition on fitness, drill, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness and training</td>
<td>Zero tolerance on mistakes, misconduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competition for best troop, instructor, peloton, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hot water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>Good medical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sport facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working conditions</td>
<td>Political briefings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religion, cultural, language training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Know terrain, weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How to deal with population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear mission goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental intelligence</td>
<td>Proper equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Actions to apply to sustain morale
Multi-professional team (MPT) approach – to implement the psychological plan before, during and after the operation, the MPT psychologist, medical doctor, medical sister, social worker and chaplain need to be part of the process to evaluate levels of morale, share information, make proper individual, family and organisational diagnoses and develop proper plans to sustain morale.63

Strengthening morale – before, during and after the operation, the psychological plan needs to focus on support of group cohesion, *esprit de corps* and discipline to sustain the morale of the force – specifically after stressful periods of casualties.64

Morale assessment and monitoring – it is imperative that part of the psychological plan be continuously assessed as it is necessary for management information for the commander to take the necessary steps to sustain high morale. In this regard, the MPT can play a vital role.65

Empowerment of leaders – leadership is one of the predictors of high morale. Several sources contribute to the empowerment role of leadership on morale on the battlefield,66 such as the positive contribution of the Big Five personality factors and hardiness on morale,67 the influence of transformational leadership to sustain morale68 and ways to reach leader success during operations.69

Empowerment of members with knowledge on the alternative factors – soldiers need to be empowered on the internal political, cultural, religious and language challenges. They need proper information on terrain, weather, epidemics and health challenges. They also need political and public support for the operation with a clear goal.70

Support of family members and their relationships with members on the battlefield – the military unit and the family members need to be ‘a new marriage’ – in other words, individuals and different systems need to support each other.71 The happier the unit–family marriage, the higher the sustainable morale and combat readiness of the unit and its soldiers.72

Mental hygiene – the concept of positive psychology73 is well known in psychology. ‘Mental hygiene’ refers to prevention of negative energy, destructive relationships and breakdown of morale, while wanting to create an atmosphere through supportive and healthy relationships to mobilise potential, activate positive energy, empower Ubuntu values and sustain high morale and combat readiness.
Planned actions during different phases of the operation

Secondly, the article wants to explain examples of planned actions that can be applied during the process of the operation. Some actions can be specific to a particular phase, while other actions can be necessary in all the phases.

Actions during pre-deployment

The morale of the soldiers must be determined during the pre-deployment phase of the operation. The method for assessing this level of morale must be described, including the measuring instrument, groupings and timings.

Proposed interventions for the improvement of morale will then follow. This must include all the factors (see Figure 2). Specific interventions to be conducted focusing on factors in general or combinations of factors, and specifying possible extra interventions focusing on specific factor(s) should be emphasised.

Actions to implement on the battlefield

The morale of the soldiers must be determined on the battlefield. Target dates for such assessments as well as the method of assessment must be described (measuring instrument, groupings, timings). The military psychologist will inform the commander regarding the level of morale and its subsequent and/or possible effect on the operation. Interventions to improve or maintain morale will follow (see Figure 2).

Actions during de-mobilisation

The effect of the battlefield on the morale of the soldiers must be assessed and possible debriefings will follow to protect the mental health of the members. A detailed reintegration programme for homecoming must be developed by the MPT for members and their families over a weekend to facilitate resilience and success in the unit–family relationship.

Conclusion

From the above and in the military context, especially focusing on combat readiness, morale, unit cohesion, group loyalty and *esprit de corps* are terms
Changes in behaviour occur as a result of changes in morale. Such behavioural changes may be negative or positive, and could have a serious effect on operations. It is thus of paramount importance that morale be managed. Military leaders have long seen that high morale is the most important characteristic of successful fighting troops. The importance of planning for sustaining morale in the SANDF and the important role of the military psychologist should be noted.

The factors as discussed in this article are important for the maintenance of morale and should get attention at all times in the military environment, and not only during operations. From the discussions of each factor, it is evident that these factors are intertwined and mutually dependent. It is furthermore part of the building blocks of a defence force that cannot be put in place by a ‘quick fix’, but rather by properly planned and purposeful institutionalisation of standards, processes and traditions to ensure the development and maintenance of high morale.

Military training practices should be aimed at preparing soldiers for combat. This includes not only the acquisition of military skills, such as handling of weapons and military equipment or physical fitness, but also preparing soldiers psychologically for combat. The latter refers to the morale of soldiers as described in this article. Unfortunately, the purpose of different elements of military training is sometimes forgotten and/or neglected, and the mental well-being of own forces going into operations seems to hold a position low on the priority list for planning and preparation – not just on the side of military leaders, but also on the side of soldiers themselves.

It would seem that in the current SANDF the focus is primarily on being task-oriented and politically correct. Much time and budget are spent on equipment, management processes and personnel structures whilst team building, discipline, leadership and building the image of the SANDF, thus ensuring esprit de corps and better social support from the South African citizens, are neglected.

Planning for the sustainability of morale before, during and after operations is of paramount importance in the SANDF. The framework for a psychological plan to manage morale is the vehicle to empower the combat readiness of our forces and to guarantee success on the battlefield.
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